**HOW TO FIND WELTHUNGERHILFE**

**Head office in Bonn-Bad Godesberg**

Welthungerhilfe’s head office is located approx. 200m from Bonn-Bad Godesberg railway station, close to the town centre.

---

**By air**

Welthungerhilfe is located approx. 30km from Cologne/Bonn airport (CGN). There is a bus service from the airport to Bonn Hauptbahnhof (Bonn central station), from where you can reach Welthungerhilfe’s office by train or tram (see below).

**By public transport**

Travelling by public transport to Bonn-Bad Godesberg railway station is possible by:
- Train (Regional Express Emmerich - Koblenz or regional trains Wuppertal / Cologne Deutz - Bonn-Mehlem and Bonn - Ahrbrück)
- Tram (lines 16, 63, 67)
- Bus (lines 610, 612, 614, 615, 852).

The next stops for Intercity (IC) and Intercity-Express (ICE) trains are Siegburg/Bonn (from there continue with tram line 66 to Bonn central station) and Bonn central station/Hbf (from there continue by train or tram).

**By car**

If arriving by car please bear in mind that there are only very few visitor parking spaces at Welthungerhilfe’s head offices. There is further parking at Rigalsche Wiese (P+R Parking Bad Godesberg-Stadthalle) or at Bad Godesberg train station.